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info box

Data:

Attention: Buttons appear only after a layer got selected!

      data table (see page 2).

      export: download selected layer in several data formats (if available).

      filter layer data. 

Layer:

     open topic group.

     show/hide layer (groups) on map.

     the desired transparency can be adjusted by using the slider.

     shifting layers: use „drag and drop“ to change hierarchy within a layer group. 
    

      

    Background map:

    several base maps are available.

  Search field:

search for aeronautical data or postal adresses. By clicking on       you can also 
enter geographic coordinates (choose between decimal and aeronautical format). 

       Options:

     print function: create a PDF of the desired map section including a legend. 
     
     export: map context (incl. preferences) can be exported as a JSON.

     import: additional data can be imported as GPX, KML or map context and
     viewed on the map.

     measure: distances, areas, and bearings can be measured by placing points 
     on the map or by entering coordinates (choose desired unit of measurement).

      annotations: add, save, import, and export your own geographic objects
      as notes. Choose from many styling options! 
  

      

     Zoom to your desired map extent 
        by holding down the SHIFT key 
 while drawing a rectangle with your 
 left mouse button.

locate me

      
zoom in

zoom out

full screen mode

zoom to maximum
extent

share map

      

(additional data available)
Remember to clear your browser cache if map is not loading!
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        Feature info:

left-click on an object of the map will open the feature info on the 
right side. There you can find additional information.
 
If objects are lying on top of each other you can browse to the desired object by using 

           Data table:

list of features of the selected layer
including their attributes (see page 1).

synchronize
map

show/hide 
columns

download 
data

filter
data marked row will be highlighted on map.

title of feature
geographic latitude and 
longitude of selected point

weblink to AIP Austria

get info via coordinates

highlight selected objects on map

browse (if several objects are at 
the same geographic position)

(additional data available)
Remember to clear your browser cache if map is not loading!
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